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Since we have “Kibbud Limudim” today and there have been and will be 
many other words of Torah today besides my regular d’var at this time, I 
will speak more briefly today than usual. 
 
All week, I try to live in the weekly parashah and see what’s alive for me 
that I can dig into and from which I can offer a message--a Torah--worthy of 
your consideration. And this week I cannot seem to get past the name of 
today’s parashah--Acharei Mot, after the death. The more I try to climb out 
of the pit where I have been sitting with thoughts about white supremacy, 
white nationalism, antisemitism past and present, and the role of Israel in 
calculating those issues, mixed with thoughts about assault weapons and 
what kind of life the American people creates for all of us when we elect 
morally vapid leaders and allow them to propagate untruths and foment 
injustice in our name because we just don’t know what else we can do or 
say, the more I dwell in this tight place, the more rubble falls upon me. I 
never thought I would be a rabbi who would feel a need to speak three 
times in 6 months about how we as Jews should contend with rising anti 
semitism, and I am not ready to be that kind of rabbi. Not yet, not this 
Shabbat. After witnessing terrifying and sudden death that comes to his 
sons as punishment for what appears to be their crime of religious 
enthusiasm, Aharon is silent until he is ready to speak. I have already 
preached about Aharon’s silence and what he eventually does say. Today I 
want to sit with Aharon in his percolating silence. I need more time to find a 
religious path that leads us through the mess of this moment. Like Aharon, 
I am not quite ready to speak, and, like Aharon, I am working on it, and I, 
too, will speak when the time is right.  
 



For today, I will offer a few thoughts from our parashah that speak to the 
present moment, because this moment of not being ready to say more, as 
we celebrate Kibbud Limmudim at Beth Israel Center, offers its own Torah. 
 
On this Shabbat, poised delicately between Yom HaShoah and the 
back-to-back Yom HaZikaron/Yom HaAtzmaut, I want us to appreciate 
where we stand. And that is a very beautiful place. This sanctuary and the 
building supporting it represent Jewish success and belief that we have a 
proud future as a spiritual community that will show up for times of joy and 
times of sorrow and be counted. When we enter this space we unite with 
the yearnings and hopes of our progenitors and with the Source of all that 
is good and right--I call that God. This is a place where we make ourselves 
vulnerable, where we laugh and cry together and most of all where we 
affirm the love that brings our People into Covenant with one another and 
with our Creator over and over again.  
 
This is a place where Torah flourishes, where our values manifest in our 
deeds, a place where we think carefully about our interactions and our 
decisions because they matter a lot, because this place and the community 
it supports matter. In this place, currently we are running 7 different adult 
education course sequences--4 taught by me, and three taught by 
distinguished, scholar congregants. This is a place where we support 
refugees and care for the needy, a place that celebrates Pride, a place that 
addresses racial inequity in Madison--stay tuned for more on that, all of that 
in addition to meditation retreats, Kollot Kehillah, Freedom Seders, and 
more. 
  
Here, we enjoy the luxury of high standards for davenning and leining, 
where we innovate our davenning while remaining true to our tradition, we 
sing together and bury our dead together in respectful silence for as long 
as it takes.  
 



There is no perfect shul but I’d pick this one again and again, because Beth 
Israel Center is a place where Torah gives life and where we give life to 
Torah. This is where we come together--in this building and in our 
homes--to bring meaning to our lives. 
 
Today is Shabbat Kibbud Limudim, the day on which we celebrate Torah 
learning here at Beth Israel Center. We are blessed with a Director of 
Education and a faculty that represent the best in religious school 
education. Our school fosters inquiry, critical thinking, identity building, and 
serious skills development. Our world and this country need the 
sensibilities and sensitivities they will bring. The work we are doing to 
educate them is critical not only to the future of the Jewish People but to 
the future of ALL people. Our children are happy in their learning and the 
community they create together. When I visit them in their classes I feel 
hope and excitement for the future they will carry forward, and I also take 
pride in knowing that these children see our adult members as role models 
of lifelong learning. 
 
Today’s parashah follows the sudden, tragic deaths of Nadav and Avihu. 
This Shabbat, too follows tragic deaths and sits between commemorations 
of others on a much larger scale. Rashi notices that when fire consumes 
the souls of Nadav and Avihu, their bodies remain intact. Strangely, Moshe 
demands that Mishael and Elzaphan carry their bodies out of the sanctuary 
to a place outside the camp. My teacher, Rabbi Vernon Kurtz, writes on this 
theme that there are people who are like the living dead: “their bodies are 
intact, but their souls are no longer extant. They go about life without giving 
meaning to their days. They experience the world but refuse to be touched 
by it...The Talmud in Berachot 18b states: “The wicked even in life are 
considered dead.”...It is as if their souls have been taken up even as their 
bodies are intact” (In Kurtz, Encountering Torah, p. 166). There is way too 
much soul-less living going on in our world and in this country especially, in 
my opinion. That is not the Jewish way. 
 



May we treasure the gift and blessing of being part of a People that is 
spiritually alive and flourishing. What a contrast we find between those who 
harbor evil and what we our children learn about how to live as proud and 
sensitive Jews in the world. Even as my own thoughts on the looming 
issues of the day percolate, our children are percolating and growing in 
their potential to bring goodness and new vitality to our world. 
 
Let us pray that they, and we, will always stand tall as Jewish world 
citizens, the People whose heritage is Torah, a people that never wavers in 
its commitment to human dignity, compassion, justice, and love. That is the 
essence of Torah. Those values undergird all that we teach and do. May 
we always find meaning and blessing in our sacred way of life, for it is very 
good.  
 
 
 
 
 


